Articulated AFO, PRAFO® and RAPO™ Orthoses
Applications - Indications - Fitting Wearing, Caring and Patient Instructions

- Clinically proven for effective ambulation*
- Fully adjustable in length and height
- Compatible with all liner variations that we offer if applicable
- Proven superior integrity of the superstructure**
- Anatomical Concepts Inc. recommends patients be fit by a medical professional

Applications and Indications –

- All AFO variations
  - Early Intervention for the evolving rehab patient
    - CVA, TBI, SCI, CP and Diabetic neuropathy
      - Promotes safe and stable ambulation
      - Offloads vulnerable soft tissue
      - Maintains foot and ankle position to offset joint contracture
      - Used as an interim AFO for gait tuning and sensory feed back
      - Controls spasticity and or increased tone

- Articulated AFO variations
  - Facilitation of functional knee and ankle joint position
    - Allows for optimal Dorsi/Plantarflexion ankle positioning to provide adequate clearance during swing phase and knee stability in stance phase (see D1 under Fitting Instructions).
    - Allows for optimal Inw/Eversion ankle and foot positioning to provide or promote accommodation and positioning respectively. (See E1 under Fitting Instructions).
    - Allows for optimal Ab/Adduction ankle and foot positioning to provide or promote accommodation and positioning respectively. (See E1 under Fitting Instructions).
    - Assists Dorsiflexion while resisting plantarflexion (Dynamic Dorsi Assist (DDA) variation).

- Post musculoskeletal injury of the foot and ankle (Heavy duty version recommended for management of these or similar patient populations)
  - Post TAL immobilization
  - Post Botox or serial casting
  - Stable fractures of the foot and ankle
  - Tendon or ligamentous tear/rupture

Wear and Care Instructions –

- **Articulated AFO’s –**
  - With arch support, foam lining and open toe shoe
    - Primarily worn when most time is spent upright, ambulating and patient not at risk for skin breakdown.
    - Can be worn during waking hours while recumbent, properly positioned and secured.
  - With terry cloth liner and open toe shoe
    - Primarily worn during ambulation and while recumbent (without shoe)
    - When patient at risk for skin breakdown
  - With terry cloth liner and no open toe shoe
    - For household ambulation and recumbent positions

- **PRAFO® and RAPO™ Orthoses –**
  - For household ambulation and recumbent positions

- **Recommend wearing schedule –**
  - As requested by ordering physician
  - In general to tolerance (determined by patients ability to wear without causing pressure, swelling or irritation).
  - With patients having compromised sensation, at risk for skin breakdown or disruption of soft tissue surface - check skin after 1 hour of wear - if no concerns increase wearing time by 2 hour increments not to exceed 6 hours of wear without removal for 30 minutes to 1 hour, then reapply.

- **General –**
  - When unable to achieve a 90° position at the ankle (See C3 under Fitting Instructions)
    - Use articulated system to accommodate position
  - Allows for future adjustment to accommodate improved ankle position.
  - When spasticity or abnormal tone is present
    - Use Dynamic Dorsi Assist (DDA) Articulated AFO
      - Allows for push through during episodes of increased or varying spasticity or tone.
  - When sensation is absent or diminished, increasing risk factor for breakdown
    - Use articulated system to accommodate position
      - Allows for future adjustment to accommodate improved ankle position.
  - Care should be taken when the surface area of the superstructure or straps comes in contact with areas with compromised or open soft tissue. These areas should be bridged and or relieved in most all cases to eliminate further soft tissue compromise.
    - Seek further assistance from your local orthotist to customize the system to meet the needs of you and your patient.
**Fitting Instructions –**

**A. Properly sizing the height to patient leg(s)**
1. Measure from the plantar surface of the heel to the posterior apex of the patient’s calf. As depicted in A1.

2. Lengthen or shorten the AFO height as needed so the proximal edge of the calf segment equals the measurement taken in step 1. This may require removing the screws in the calf segment, recontouring the metal heel-connecting bar and reassembling the calf to the metal heel-connecting bar. As depicted in #A2.
   
   Note: To shorten the overall height, it will require cutting the length of the heel-connecting bar and adding additional holes.

**B. Properly sizing of the foot length to patient foot (feet)**
1. Measure the distance from the posterior aspect of the heel to the distal aspect of the longest toe. This measurement should be determined with the patient in a standing position, if the patient’s condition permits such. As depicted in #B1.

2. Loosen the (2) distal screws found on the walking base and slide the toe extension proximally or distally as needed to equal the measurement taken in step 1. As depicted in #B2.

3. If necessary, the polypropylene toe extension can be trimmed, just beyond the distal end of the toes, in a manner normally employed by those trained in the art of thermoplastic Orthotics.

**C. Donning**
1. Patient should be sitting or supine.

2. The patient’s hip and knee should both be flexed to approximately 60° to relax the extensor muscles.

3. Grasp the patient gently by the toes of the involved extremity trying to dorsiflex the foot to a neutral position. As depicted in #C3.

4. While maintaining the patient’s extremity in this position, place the (fully opened) AFO against the extremity, calf in contact with the calf segment and the foot in contact with the foot plate. As depicted in #C4.

5. Secure the patient’s extremity into the AFO following the sequence of the strap adjustments.
   - Secure the middle Velcro® strap first. As depicted in #C5.
   - Re-evaluate the positioning of the posterior heel and secure all of the remaining dorsal straps and the calf strap.
D. Adjustment of Dorsi/plantarflexion angle
1. Loosen the (2) screws on the sagittal hinge (take precautions not to totally remove the screws from the self-locking nuts). As depicted in #E1.
2. Rotate the foot in relation to the calf to the desired angle.
3. Maintain the foot in the desired angle and tighten the (2) sagittal hinge screws.

E. Adjustment of Inversion/Eversion and or Adduction/Abduction angle(s)
1. Follow similar instructions referred to in D except you will be adjusting the coronal hinge. As depicted in #E1.

F. Adjustment of optional rotation bar
1. Pivot the bar medially/laterally to offset Internal/external rotation of the hip. As depicted in #F1.
2. The bar can be recontoured to maximize the desired rotational control. As depicted in #F2.

G. Final evaluation of fitting process
1. Carefully inspect the position of the patient’s heel to insure there is not contact with the superstructure.
2. If contact is present, first try refitting the AFO. If there is still contact, add additional padding under the calf liner.
   Note: use a full calf section pad, starting with 1/8” to ¼” thick Aliplast or equivalent.
3. If this does not solve the heel contact, you may call provider service at 800.837.3888.
PATIENT INSTRUCTIONS

To APPLY orthoses:

1) Patient should be sitting or supine.

2) The patient’s hip and knee should both be flexed to approximately 60° to relax the extensor muscles.

3) Grasp the patient gently by the toes of the involved extremity trying to dorsiflex the foot to a neutral position. (As depicted in C3)

4) While maintaining the patient’s extremity in this position place the (fully opened) orthosis against the extremity, calf in contact with the calf segment and the foot in contact with the foot plate. (As depicted in C4)

5) Secure the patient’s extremity into the orthosis following the sequence of strap adjustments.
   - Secure the middle VELCRO® strap first. (As depicted in C5)
   - Re-evaluate the positioning of the posterior heel and secure all of the remaining dorsal straps and calf strap.

- Notify your Orthotist, Therapist, Doctor or Nurse immediately if you should develop any pressure points or discoloration of skin while wearing the orthosis.
- Check all screws on the orthosis on a regular basis especially the walking base. Apply removable Thread locker to screw threads to prevent them from loosening.
- The material is non-allergenic, flame resistant and machine washable.
- Washing instructions: Use a delicate cycle or hand wash. For best results, wash at a temperature below 150 degrees. Dry on a cool-low setting or air dry.
- Washing of the liner will eventually reduce its thickness and eventually its effectiveness.

VARIETY OF REPLACEMENT LINERS AVAILABLE